To Whom It May Concern
It is my pleasure to record my dealings with Mr Fred Dickman of Australian Solar Power Consultants.
Thanks to a dispute with electricity retailer AGL and my resultant interest in acquiring a solar panel system
I studied Fred’s colourful and well set out brochure.
I arranged a meeting with Fred where the pros and cons of a solar system were discussed openly and
honestly.
Fred re-activated our application for a 30kW solar feed in solar system.
Energex approved a 20kW system (due to network restrictions) and Fred supplied and installed this ground
mounted system for us.
The weather was appalling at the time but Fred and his team pushed on and had the system installed by
the time they promised.
We are exceptionally pleased with the performance of the system and hail it as one of the best decisions
we have made. It produces electricity better than promised and we are now self-sufficient in our needs as
far as this in concerned.
The system has been operating for almost two years now and Fred from time to time calls to check on the
status of the system. He offered to undertake the second yearly inspection shortly.
This proves that he is not a fly-by-night operator but that he honours his commitments and one who is in
the industry for the right reasons. He has many years of experience in the design and selection of solar
system components and uses only quality material.
I can wholeheartedly recommend Fred and his team for the design and installation of solar power systems.
He is an honest person that delivers what he promises.
We are delighted with our system and know that we can call on Fred when needed should any issue with
our solar system arise.
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